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世界かWomen, Overseas Sex Work and Globalization in Meiji Japan
明治日本における女性，国外性労働、海外進出
Bill Mihalopoulos

government implemented laws to prevent Japanese

Sex in Japan’s Globalization, 1870-1930, from

women going abroad as itinerate vagrants and
which the following discussion is adapted and
prostitutes. This double move was driven by two
developed, deals with poor rural women who migrated
contradictory goals. One aim was the quest for
overseas to work as sex labourers. The core of the book
“freedom” crystallized around government efforts to
is a historical study of the gendered and class impact
of Japan’s first encounter with globalisation thatpromote Japanese trade and industry in a global

economy and to secure the “free” movement of
began in the 1860s. The women who worked in
labourers to places of work abroad in the face
overseas brothels, I argue, must be first understood Japanese
as
of race restrictions placed on coloured labourers in
peasants liberated from the land by Meiji land and tax
North America, colonial Australia and the Dutch East
policies, who became “free labour” searching for work
in the colonial cities of Asia. Prostitution was oneIndies to name a few locations. The other aim was

“restrictions,” which coalesced around administrative
form of labour in the integration of Japanese women
to demarcate acceptable and unacceptable
into the global work force. However, sex work endeavours
as
“ l a b o u r ” c l a s h e d w i t h t h e s i m u l t a n e o u sforms of work that Japanese women could pursue

abroad: It was acceptable to work as a cook or domestic
modernization goals of the Meiji state and social
but not as a sex worker.
reformers who sought to embed cultural standards servant,
of
ideal womanhood throughout Japanese society and to
To talk about the history of prostitution—specifically
project the image of Japanese modernity
attempts to control it—as a history of state building
internationally.
and emigration policy allows us to approach the topic

of sex work from an entirely different angle. Young
The book analyses the structural contradictions
poor women, often sold into prostitution by their
inherent in the efforts of Meiji Japan to incorporate
families, suffered tremendous hardships and found few
Japan into a global economy. Toward this end, poor
farmers were offered to the global market in the formways
of to express agency. Existing scholarship (James

Warren, Ah and Karayuki-san: Prostitution in
government-sponsored migration to work the
plantations of Hawaii and Australia as “freeSingapore 1880-1940 and Yamazaki Tomoko,

Sandakan Brothel #8: an episode in the history of
labourers” from the mid-1880s. Simultaneously, the
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lower-class Japanese women) strongly emphasize the
order created by government reforms to industrialize
oppression and harsh circumstances under which
Japan. The visibility of Japanese prostitutes abroad
young women engaged in prostitution laboured.

came to be seen by Meiji elites as detrimental to the
progress of modern Japan.
Sex in Japan’s Globalization deals directly with the
Meiji state’s development policies and the attitudes of
key intellectuals and social welfare organizations
towards women, workers, prostitution and what it
meant to be a virtuous Imperial subject. Japan’s
industrialization required a new form of politics that
aimed to train and transform Japanese peasants into
good workers, not only in the obvious sense of

Karayuki in Singapore, Meiji era

acquiring new production skills and attitudes, but also

targeting inter-family relationships in order to replace
Sex in Japan’s globalization asks a different set of
questions: what was the state’s investment inexisting customs with conduct that supported nation

building. The duties of parents and children were to be
promoting, prohibiting or controlling overseas
realigned so as to inculcate the habits of industry
prostitution by Japanese women? But it also goes on
to locate prostitution in relation to Japan’s nation-necessary for a disciplined industrial labour force. The
gendered reconfiguration of rural poor women as
building agenda and to assess the nature and

shugyofu (disreputable women abroad) emerged
possibility of women’s agency under conditions kaigai
of
when Meiji Japan become imbricated in new political
international prostitution.
battles and new economic strategies aimed at building

The book shows how these women became a targeta ofmilitarily strong industrial nation-state. Their

stigmatization and corrective action as the Japanese
classification by Japanese consuls and journalists as

state sought to harmonize modern nation building and
“disreputable women” cloaks a desire to regulate the
personal conduct. Where other scholarship emphasises
behaviour of the poor. The reform agendas of
moral concerns, Sex in Japan’s Globalization weaves
government officials, journalists and Christian

the migration of rural poor Japanese women engaging
philanthropists, based on maintaining premarital

in sex work abroad into such wide ranging issues as
chastity, strict monogamy, and the obligation to work

the state’s attempts to foster national commerce and
for the good of the nation, came at the expense of

trade, Japan’s relations with other nations, and the
lower-class women whose sexuality did not conform to
framing of forms of proper feminine conduct
their sensibilities.

considered appropriate to the newly established social
In terms of Japanese history, the manuscript is
2
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situated between studies on rural class formation with
century that more or less sees prostitution as
Japan’s first encounter with globalism from the 1860s
resulting from male domination and poverty,
(Stephen Vlastos, Peasant Protests and Uprisings inand which effectively robs women of their
Tokugawa Japan) and research that looks at how rural
humanity. To that effect, the focus will fall on a
women provided the labor for Japan’s earliest drive whole
for
series of local, economic, and cultural

industrialization (see the works of Elyssa Faison, Janet
practices, long disqualified and forgotten. The
Hunter, Helen Macnaughtan, and Patricia Tsurumi,aim here is to describe the strategies that the
to name a few). It also speaks to, extends and critiques
rural poor drew upon as they adapted to the
the work of Sheldon Garon (Molding Japanese Minds:
rapid social and economic changes occurring in

The State in Everyday Life) on how social groups and
Japan from the early 1870s, and the local social
individuals, seemingly the recipients of state
institutions, practices and knowledges that
interventions, often joined forces with political
informed the decision by young women to
officials in ways that confound a simple division
gamble with migrating overseas to engage in sex
between state and society. The focus of analysis falls
work.
on the connections between morality and the details of
the life of the gendered rural poor to explain (rather
On a “macroscopic” level, the women’s ability to
than justify) the origins and motives of nation-travel overseas was made possible when Kyushu
building, developmental policies and state-sanctioned
coal emerged as the dominant energy source in
moral codes.

East and Southeast Asia. Ports such as Nagasaki,

Kuchinotsu, and Moji were junction points where
Lastly, and most importantly, it tries to give the poor
the different contingencies that enabled Kyushu
dignity, sadly, a quality which is often lacking in
women to travel abroad met: the global energy
research dealing with issues of development and
market in coal, sea travel by steamship, and the
industrialization.
local, socially prescribed practices of labour and
This paper takes up the challenge to write the

migration. Around these port towns, a complex

history of poor rural women leaving western

and informal network of social relations emerged

Kyushu without reducing their lives to one of

that informed and redistributed—in terms of

abject domination and exploitation. The task at

work,

hand is complicated. How does one convey

possibilities—strategies for the karayuki for life

knowledge of little understood value systems

overseas as a means of survival, maintenance,

and the fulfilment sought by the rural poor in

and material gain. On a “microscopic” level,

western Kyushu at the end of the nineteenth

finding work overseas was a practical solution to

century to an audience in the early twenty-first

particular problems of life faced by the women

3
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themselves and by their immediate communities.

transient Japanese female population migrating

The suggestion here is twofold. Firstly, in the

to Southeast Asia looking for work. In his

case of rural northwest Kyushu at least,

communiqué, Oga informs the foreign minister

contemporary sexual mores differed greatly from

that William Evans, head of the Chinese

those present in Japan today. Secondly, the

Protectorate, paid a visit to inform him of the

gender relations of the rural communities the

rapid increase in the number of young Japanese

women originated from were in direct conflict

women arriving in Singapore. According to

with the diffusion of new techniques of

Evans, in the past eight months twenty to thirty

government aimed at redefining the relationships

young Japanese women had alighted from every

between men and women under the rubric of

ship coming from Japan, looking for work. Most

“modernization” and social progress.

of the women had fallen into “pitiable
circumstances. They were burdened by a
$500–600 debt to local brothel owners who had
paid for their passage in advance, and were
compelled to work as licensed prostitutes for
four to five years to redeem money owed. At
present, Evans’s office had registered 618
Japanese women to work in the 83 licensed
Japanese-run brothels in Singapore. Of these, 458
of the women were new arrivals, having landed
in Singapore in the last eight months. Moreover,

Victoria Dock, Singapore, 1890s

from the registry, the Chinese Protectorate could

Historically, the migration of Kyushu rural

tell that the largest number of the women came

women to Singapore and Hong Kong to engage

from western Kyushu: 107 women from

in sex work presented the greatest difficulty for

Nagasaki prefecture and 96 from Kumamoto

the Japanese government, not in terms of

prefecture.

numbers—more Japanese women worked as

Coal and Gendered Labour Networks: Nagasaki,

prostitutes on the Asian mainland—but in terms

Hong Kong, and Singapore

of visibility and the inability of Japanese
authorities to find ways of curbing their
movement.

1

As Evans indicated, a large percentage of the

A communiqué sent by Oga

women migrating informally from Japan to the

Kamekichi, Japanese consul in Singapore, to

Strait Settlements were from Nagasaki and

Tokyo in September 1902 gives a glimpse into a

Kumamoto prefectures. The following sections
4
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address two questions: what historical

operating as outposts for the British army and as

contingency drew the women to the British

major coaling stations for the British navy.

2

colonial ports of Hong Kong and Singapore; and,

The evolution of Singapore and Hong Kong from

why were the largest number of women from

mosquito-infested swamps and barren rocks to

western Kyushu?

British centres of commerce and rule could not
have happened, however, without the presence

Colonial Singapore and Hong Kong

of a new social group: a proletariat made up of

In the latter half of the nineteenth century,

single, male labourers mostly from south China

Singapore and Hong Kong became important for

and India. This new class of migrant labourer, the

British trade routes and military might between

so-called coolie, provided the muscle and sinew

Europe, Southeast Asia, and Northeast Asia. The

to construct the roads, wharves, godowns, and

centre of the Straits Settlements, a flourishing

buildings that made Singapore and Hong Kong

British colony established in 1867, Singapore

into functional military and commercial centres.

became a prized open commercial port (no

Migrant labourers from India and China also

import or export duty) after the opening of the

supplied the energy that kept the flow of goods

Suez Canal in 1869, which made the distant

circulating freely from the dock to the ship, and

regions of Asia more accessible to European

from ship to dock, in both ports.

trade. The result was rapid growth in the
European, Indian, and Eastern trade to Singapore

Well into the twentieth century, young, single

as shipping costs become economical. By the end

men comprised around 90 per cent of the

of the nineteenth century, European and

labouring population in Singapore. The ratio of

American banking houses and shipping

men to women in the port was 10:1 in 1900. The

companies had established offices in Singapore,

disproportion between men and women was not

which was important as a hub for the entire

as acute in Hong Kong; the 1872 census showed a

region of Southeast Asia. The rest of the colony

ratio of five men to one woman among white

became a significant site for plantations in

colonialists and seven to two among the Chinese

rubber, sugar, coffee, tapioca, and rice. Hong

population.3 The concentration of a large, single

Kong too was a prized British mercantile and

male population at Singapore and Hong Kong

trading colony. Established in 1840, Hong Kong

encouraged the introduction of working-class

offered British interests a secure commercial

houses of prostitution. These brothels introduced

foothold in the China Sea and access to South

a culture of male pleasure that differed greatly

China. Both ports were also the major centres for

from the codified areas of the East Asian city set

a British military presence in the Pacific,

aside for sexual encounters. Traditionally, the
5
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pleasure quarters of East Asian cities were spaces

with the British colonial authorities to negate the

of gratification and sociality. Men could go as

sociability of the brothel. It was in the interest of

often as they wanted, usually in the company of

the brothel keeper to restrict all contact between

friends, walk about, meet other acquaintances,

women and clients to casual and quick

eat, drink, discuss, and if they felt like it, take

encounters, to stop lasting relationships from

their pleasure. In contrast, the British authorities

developing. Intimate relationships held the risk

in Hong Kong and Singapore negated the

that the women would abscond from the brothel

sociability of the brothel and attempted to

with the help of the client-turned-lover. There

sanitize and control spaces of public sex. The

was also an added economic incentive. Quick

colonial authorities licensed the brothel,

sexual interludes between the women and their

registered the women working in the brothel,

clients meant that the women took more men per

and introduced hygiene regimes into the brothels

day, thus assuring more profit for the proprietor

with the aim of preventing the squalor of

of the brothel. A major frustration faced by the

temporary dwellings and the venereal disease

single, male, migrant labourer was the lack of

epidemics

opportunity to establish lasting relations with a

that

followed

unregulated

prostitution. The rules of registration also

woman and start a household.7

4

attempted to bring bourgeois domestic order into

Nagasaki, Kuchinotsu, Coal, and Migration

the brothel. Inside the brothel, the madam was

Routes

given the function of social matron. She was
required to have her eye on everything, and to

Nagasaki was one of the largest urban centres in

exert discipline by directing the personal

Japan during the Tokugawa period. Its size and

hygiene, movements and time of the women

prosperity were due to the monopoly it held over

working in her house. As a further hygiene
5

official trade between Edo and other

precaution, the colonial masters of both

kingdoms/countries. From 1698 the Nagasaki

Singapore and Hong Kong confined brothels to

kaisho(Nagasaki Meeting Place), a semi-official

certain designated localities, with separate

merchant organization, controlled the flow of

districts catering to Europeans and non-

nearly all goods brought by Chinese and Dutch

Europeans. The purpose of this segregation was

traders to Japan. It was also responsible for

to prevent the diseases and infections of the

overseeing the foreign exchange in gold and

menial “Asiatic” labourers from being
communicated to Europeans.

silver and the financial administration of the city.

6

The majority of people who lived in Nagasaki
were involved in some kind of craft or trade.

Japanese and Chinese brothel owners aligned

They made their living around the shogunate
6
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administrators and large numbers of foreign and

Kanagawa, Nagasaki, and Hakodate were

Japanese merchants who resided in the city, the

opened to foreign trade. Trading privileges were

only point of entry for foreign trade to Japan. The

extended to foreign merchants in 1863 to include

commercial base of the city is best indicated by

the ports of Niigata, Hyogo, and the cities of Edo

the fact that the residents of Nagasaki paid their

and Osaka. The increase in steamers calling to

taxes to the shogunate in fixed monetary sums

ports in Japan also saw the demand for coal

(unjo) rather than in kind.

soar. 11 Encouraged by the demand for coal by
energy-hungry

Nagasaki’s commodity trade economy and

steamers,

the

Japanese

government investigated ways in which Kyushu

higher standard of living attracted migrant

coal mines could be exploited for nation-

labourers from other areas of Kyushu. Local

building. 1 2 The Meiji government invested

histories have identified a tradition of men and

heavily in the development of the Takashima and

women migrating to the city from the adjacent

Miike mines in western Kyushu on the

Shimabara peninsula and Amakusa Islands as

calculation that coal exports were a lucrative

early as the eighteenth century.8 The prevalent

source of badly needed foreign exchange.

form of migration was the nenki boko or term
service type. In the case of women, the work
taken up in Nagasaki was largely domestic, in
such capacities as household servants or child
care-takers. The opening of Nagasaki port to all
9

international trade in 1858-59 transformed the
traditional migration routes between the
Amakusa Islands, Shimabara peninsula, and
Nagasaki.
From the 1850s onward, innovations in marine
technology in the form of steam-driven ships and

Nagasaki port 1871 with British and
American ships, Felice Beato photograph

the expansion of land and submarine telegraphic
communications firmly incorporated Japan into

Geographic location played a key role in the

the European-based networks of power and
exchange.

10

Japanese government’s success in integrating

The Tokugawa authorities signed

Japanese coal into the Asian coal market. Kyushu

commercial treaties under duress with the United

coalmines were favourably located along the

States, the Netherlands, Russia, Britain, and

major maritime routes in East Asia. Low cost,

France in 1858. As a result, the ports of
7
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labour-intensive coal mines and low freight rates

market, it was common practice for companies

gave Kyushu coal a competitive edge over

such as Jardine, Matheson and Co., Butterfield

imported coals from Australia and Wales. By the

and Swire, and the China Merchant Steam

mid-1870s Kyushu coal controlled close to 60% of

Navigation Company to have ships call on

the Shanghai coal-market. The dominance of

Nagasaki or Kuchinotsu and carry coal to Hong

Kyushu coal exports spread southward in the

Kong or Singapore when they could not find any

next twenty years, with Kyushu coal gaining the

suitable return cargo.14

greatest share of the Hong Kong coal-market in

Nagasaki and Kuchinotsu maintained their status

the mid-1880s and the Singapore market by

as the major coal export centres until the

1893–4.

mid-1890s. At that juncture, there was a shift of

The dominance of Kyushu coal in East Asian

the main coal exporting centres from Nagasaki

markets made Nagasaki the coal exporting centre

and Kuchinotsu to Moji and Wakamatsu in

of Japan between 1867 and 1880. During this

northeast Kyushu. The Chikuho coalmines in

period some 97% of all coal exported from Japan

northwest Fukuoka prefecture suddenly became

was from the Takashima mine, five nautical miles

profitable when developments in coal utilization

from Nagasaki. The mined coal was transported

widened the market for lower grades of coal.

to Nagasaki in a row of 60 to 80 barges towed by

Heavy investment by Mitsubishi mechanized

a small tug steamer. 13 In 1878, the volume of

some of the better mines in the Chikuho area and

Kyushu coal exports increased with the

output increased tremendously. By 1897 the

establishment of Kuchinotsu, situated at the tip

Chikuho mines were producing 50% of Japanese

of the Shimabara Peninsula, as a special coal-

coal exports. Domestic politics also contributed to

exporting port for coal extracted from the Miike

the shift of exporting coal from southwest

mines in Omuta, Fukuoka prefecture, and the

Kyushu to the northeast part of the island. The

Arao mines in Kumamoto prefecture. In 1880,

abolition of the export duty on coal in 1888,15 the

coal from the Miike mines began to be shipped

establishment of Moji as a special export port in

directly from Kuchinotsu for sale in Hong Kong.

1889, and the completion of a railway between

By the mid-1880s, Miike coal replaced Takashima

the Chikuho mines and Moji in 1893 all

coal as the major energy source available on the

contributed to the relocation of the major coal-

Hong Kong market. As a result, Kuchinotsu,

export ports in Kyushu.16

along with Nagasaki, emerged as one of the

The export of coal from the ports of Nagasaki,

major coal-export ports in East Asia. During this

Kuchinotsu, and Moji provided the rural poor of

period of Kyushu dominance in the Asian coal

western Kyushu with the means to seek work
8
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abroad. Informal practices of migration sprouted

increased the opportunity [for

in tandem with the development of the coal

women] to slip secretly abroad.

19

industry in Kyushu. For example, the opening of
Kuchinotsu as a special coal-exporting port in

The same opportunities for overseas travel were

1878, unlocked new possibilities for migration

available in Nagasaki. The linkage between

overseas. Miike mines in Fukuoka transported

Kyushu coal exports and Nagasaki as the starting

their coal by rail and sea to Kuchinotsu for export

point for rural poor women to migrate informally

to Hong Kong and Singapore. The development

abroad is visible in the following example. In

of regional transport nodes such as railways and

early February 1894, the British owned SS

harbours attracted people from neighbouring

Macdufflaid anchor in Hong Kong. Forewarned

villages to the port with the intent of traveling

by the governor of Nagasaki, the Japanese consul

abroad to escape the poverty that surrounded

requested the local colonial authorities to

them. Local Kuchinotsu lore often refers to

organize an inspection of the vessel for thirty

frequent outbreaks of fires in the hills

Japanese women allegedly hidden onboard. An

surrounding the harbour when it was a major

extensive search by the Hong Kong harbour

coal exporting port. It is said that people

authorities revealed thirty-eight stowaways: six

purposely set the fires, diverting the attention of

men and thirty-four women. In his statement to

the harbour police so that they could secretly
board the coal ships anchored in the harbour.

the marine magistrate and master attendant,

17

Edward Porter, the master of the SS Macduff,

Miyagawa Kyujiro, vice-consul at Hong Kong,

confessed to having personally taken ten women

made a direct correlation between Kuchinotsu,

and three men on board once the ship had left the

the number of Japanese women informally

harbour of Kuchinotsu:

leaving Kyushu, and the increase in the number
of Japanese prostitutes in Hong Kong. In a

[A]fter we had got out of the

missive sent to Tokyo in 1890, Miyagawa states

Harbour, one of the men came and

that from the intelligence gathered, it is his

said to me he had a boat outside

opinion that:

with some girls in it. Would I pick
them up? I said yes! We passed close

The increase in the flow of foreign

by the boat and stopped and picked

ships entering and leaving recently

them up. The men had arranged to

opened special export ports such as

pay $30.00 each for the passage.20

Kuchinotsu and Karatsu 18 for the
purpose of exporting coal, has also
9
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The women and the procurers used stealth to go

responsible for all other members of the family.23

abroad to evade the numerous measures the

However, by 1887 it became obvious to

Japanese government implemented to prevent

successive Japanese consuls in Hong Kong that

them from leaving Japan or taking up work

placing a ceiling on the number of Japanese

abroad.

women working as licensed prostitutes was not
having the desired effect of stemming the

Japanese consuls also attempted to place controls

number of Japanese women arriving at the port

on the women’s movements. In 1885 Minami

looking for work. The Japanese consuls noticed

Sadatsuke, Japanese consul for Hong Kong, came

that the Hong Kong colonial authorities were

to an informal agreement with the Hong Kong

reluctant to intercept and search ships unless

register general to restrict the number of Japanese

they were almost certain that they would find

women working in registered public brothels to
fifty-two women at one time.

21

women hidden abroad. The colonial authorities

The Japanese

did not want to obstruct the movement of ships

consul and colonial authorities had an informal

entering and leaving the harbour unless

agreement that when Japanese women put in an

necessary. Moreover, unless Japanese women
24

application to work as a licensed prostitute, the

stowaways came forward and stated that they

general register’s office would notify Minami,

were brought to Hong Kong against their will,

who in turn, would summon the women to his

the register general would not take any action to

office. During their meeting, the consul would

repatriate them to Japan.25 The Japanese consul

instruct the women that they were prohibited

also lacked the cooperation of the majority of

from registering as prostitutes and that the best

Japanese residing in the port in stopping

course of action would be to return home. The

Japanese women from alighting in Hong Kong.

consul would then proceed to ascertain if the

Japanese-run inns, restaurants, and taverns relied

women had any legal guardian in Hong Kong so

on the flow of Japanese women coming through

that they could be informed of their

the port for their livelihood.26

circumstances and returned to their care. In cases
where the women interviewed had no legal

Commercial Shipping

guardian, and lacked money for a return fare to

Ships departing from Kyushu carrying coal from

Japan, Minami placed them temporarily in the

the Takashima and Miike mines and bound for

Wanchai Lock hospital, while he tried to identify

city ports in Southeast Asia were not the only

family members in Japan who would pay

means of travel available to the women. By the

repatriation expenses.22 The expenses became the

turn of the century, the increase in postal,

liability of the household head, who was legally

passage, and cargo services between Japan and
10
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the rest of the world had generated new

means by which women travelled to Singapore.

migratory routes. In his petition dated 15

Tanaka found that over one thousand women

September 1892, requesting the expulsion of

had made their way to Singapore in the last year

Japanese prostitutes from Thursday Island,

with the aim of working as prostitutes, an

Sasaki Shigetoshi, a former samurai and

average of around twenty arrivals per week.

community leader of the Japanese labourers on

Tanaka summarized the main routes and means

the same island, informed the Japanese foreign

used by rural poor women to reach Singapore:

29

ministry that Japanese men and women
connected with prostitution

1) The method where women
secretly board steamships entering

manage to board foreign vessels that

and leaving such ports as Moji and

call on the ports of Nagasaki,

Kuchinotsu, and cross either to

Kuchinotsu, Karatsu, Shimonoseki

Hong Kong or Singapore.

and Kobe. Many of these unseemly

2) Instances when women buy a

women (shūgyōfu) and their

ticket [of travel] at Moji, passing

intermediates often board a pilot

inspection by the Harbour and

boat and intercept and board the

Marine Police and come to Hong

foreign vessels, particularly the

Kong and Singapore.

ships that service the area between
Kobe and Shimonoseki, such as the
French

Mail

(Société

Messageries Maritimes).

3) The procedure whereby women

des

buy a ticket at Kobe for travel to

27

Shanghai, and just before berthing
in Shanghai, they buy a further

With the expansion of shipping routes from

ticket for Singapore.

30

Japan to Southeast Asia, the means by which the
women migrated overseas also changed. It was

Tanaka elaborated on his findings. The first

common to see groups of young Japanese women

method of transporting women to Singapore had

traveling in the third-class section of Japanese
ships en route abroad.

28

been the most prevalent. Recently, however,

Tanaka Tokichi, the

there had been a decline in this type of practice.

Japanese consul in Singapore, attests to this in a

The authorities in Singapore attributed this

report sent to Tokyo in 1906. In May–June of the

decline to a combination of reasons: the danger of

same year, with the assistance of the local

being discovered, the considerable inconvenience

colonial authorities, Tanaka investigated the
11
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and distress of hiding in the hold of a ship, and

locations in exchange for money. To do this

the high costs involved in bribing crew members.

successfully, the procurer had to be familiar with

Tanaka, on the other hand, believes that the

things, people, and events in dispersed and often

cause was more the marked decline in the

distant geographical locations. The procurer’s

number of ships carrying coal from Japan to

social capital lay in her or his ability to draw

Singapore, as Japanese coal was now channelled

upon information concerning where ships

to the domestic market to meet the energy

berthed, what times they left or arrived, as well

demands of a rapidly growing post–Russo-

as alliances with those who worked in the

Japanese War economy. Accordingly, the second

harbour or on the ships. The procurer’s

method was the most common and had the

knowledge of the intended destination, how to

highest rate of success. Tanaka suggests that this

reach it and what might happen on the way, gave

was due to the laxity of harbour officials in

her/him power over those being led. People

screening passengers. The third practice was

seeking work overseas depended on the procurer

allegedly a recent development that was used

for direction on two levels: guidance as to the

mainly by women from the Kishu region

correct route of travel, and instruction in terms of

(Wakayama prefecture). Tanaka concludes his

the appropriate action required to reach their

report by stating that the information collected

destination.

by the British colonial authorities identified Moji

The work of such agents, which involved

as the port from which the highest number of

canvassing people in one place and transporting

women began their journey to Singapore,

them by sea over great distances to another

followed by Kuchinotsu and Kobe. The number

destination, has been documented in the

of women leaving from Nagasaki, on the other
hand, had reportedly fallen.

(sensationalist and unreliable) biography of

31

Muraoka Iheji dealing with his role in shipping
Japanese women across Southeast Asia through

Diagram of a Journey

international networks of “slave-trading.”32 The

Social Knowledge: Working Maps of an

feminist inspired writings of Yamazaki also focus

Informal Kind

on the procurer and justifiably point out the
significance of this agency whereby men and

The new routes of informal migration to

women were bound up in relations of power in

destinations outside of Japan were made

which women were dominated, highlighting the

accessible by the formation of a new class of

effects of the subordinate position women were

brokers, namely “traffickers” or “procurers”

placed in.

(zegen). Their role was to guide others to overseas
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overseas, generally avoided returning to Japan if
they could find a third party to do their bidding.
Only when they were unable to mobilize or lost
their connections in Japan would the procurers
return, usually to their place of origin, where
they would wander from village to village. If that
proved unfruitful, the procurers would relocate
to the nearest large port or railway hub town,
where they would loiter in the streets, soliciting

Karayuki in film. Sandakan 8.

and enticing any young women willing to take

I do not contest these arguments, but do wish to

up his or her offer of a “better” life overseas. 33

modify them. What I argue is a more complicated

Noma Seiichi, Japanese consul in Hong Kong,

story. The localized knowledge that circulated in

reported to Tokyo how Moji had become a

rural communities in western Kyushu—in the

harbour where hardly any ship left without

form of rumour, hearsay, gossip, and letters from

Japanese women concealed aboard. According to

relatives abroad—was formative in grounding

the testimonies of the women Noma repatriated

the experience of living abroad in truth claims

to Japan, procurers were constantly loitering in

that made travel to locations overseas plausible

or around Moji railway station, waiting to ply

and attractive. The oral nature of this localized

their “crafty tricks” upon any young female

knowledge means that it has no formal archive or

passengers alighting from inbound trains.34

discernible events to mark its existence—but this

Procurers were able to win over young women

does not mean that this knowledge was

by speaking from experience when they made

inconsequential. To recover this knowledge, I

claims about life overseas. The women did not

turn to contemporaneous narratives of observers

undertake travel overseas innocently; they

who deplored the procurement of the young

entertained various assumptions—some of which

women of these rural communities, but who also

were valid and some not—concerning what life

reveal them to have been agents and not merely

was like abroad, which prompted them to leave

victims. These forms of oral transmissions point

Japan. The successful procurer spoke to those

to forgotten social practices steeped in the world

assumptions. A pamphlet written in 1895 by a

of the everyday, which allowed the possibility of

Japanese Christian organization aimed at

finding work abroad.

eradicating Japanese prostitution abroad hints at
how, in rural areas where many of the women

Procurers, female as well as male, based

13
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originated, the local women were highly

the Nagasaki authorities brought charges against

informed about what—in terms of work,

her for trafficking in young women.

38

economic, and cultural possibilities—might be

Due to expense and the danger of being caught,

available to them in specified destinations

whenever possible, brothel owners tried to

overseas. The pamphlet argued that women

establish stable connections with third parties to

working as “prostitutes” abroad would return to

ensure a constant supply of women to replace

their native villages dressed in gorgeous clothes

those who had ended their term of contract,

with gold pins in their hair in the style of

became ill, or died. One ploy was to use former

“gentlewomen.” Seeing this display of

employees, such as Yokoyama Kikuno, returning

abundance, young women of the village, seeking

to Japan on the completion of their contracts, to

to emulate the riches of the returned women,

recruit other women. Another ploy was for the
39

were willingly lured overseas by the promise of

owners to write directly to parents offering

wealth. 3 5 An instance of this strategy of

substantial financial rewards if the parents

procurement was the return of Yokoyama

agreed to send their daughters to work in their

Kikuno to her native village in Nagasaki

brothels.40 The most common ploy however, was

Prefecture, after an absence of six years working

to recruit young women through the services of

in Taiwan and Hong Kong. Yokoyama returned

kuchi-ireya(employment agencies), which existed

home well dressed and claiming to be the owner

in all of the large ports of Japan. In return for a

of a successful “Japanese restaurant” ( nihon

handling charge, certain agencies would mediate

ryōriten).36 Yokoyama canvassed several houses

for young women in finding employment

during her stay in the village and managed to

overseas in such positions as domestic servants,

convince a twenty-year old woman to

waitresses, and child carers. Households and

accompany her. It seems that she persuaded the

families living on the periphery of these ports,

woman by assuring her that she could make

alerted by the gossip of the returnees and the

“easy” money working in Hong Kong as a hotel

numerous stories found in newspapers

maid, earning as much as 25 yen per month, and

concerning the money to be made overseas,

much more in a brothel. The monthly wage

would send their daughters to these agencies to

Yokoyama promised was an enormous amount

find work.41 Benefiting from such publicity, the

for the rural poor when one considers that a male

kuchi-ireyadirected a great number of young

day labourer would earn less than half this

women to overseas brothels. A report filed in

amount in a month.37 The only reason

1912 by Imai Shinoburō, Japanese consul general

Yokoyama’s movements remain recorded for

in Hong Kong, states that, without the

posterity is that her endeavours ended in failure:
14
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establishment of a stricter set of regulations

knowledge Onio accessed and utilized in her

between the Japanese and the local colonial

efforts to migrate overseas points were steeped in

government, brothel owners in Hong Kong

the world of the everyday. Letters from relatives

would conspire with the kuchi-ireyato recruit

or conversations with people who had been

women to work in their brothels. A variation of

overseas, were formative in grounding the

this practice had been registered in the daily

experience of living overseas in truth-claims that

newspaper Fukuoka Nichinichiseveral years

made travel to such locations plausible and

earlier. An article in the newspaper reported on

attractive. Moreover, the presence of coal-ships in

how a procurer obtained women through a kuchi-

the harbour, and the many groups of people who

ireya and “lulled them into a false sense of

worked at the harbour loading, cleaning, or

security,” only to smuggle them overseas and sell

maintaining the ships, formed an ensemble of

them into brothels.

local, but, nonetheless, effective and practical

42

43

allies with the knowledge and resources to

Resourceful Nobodies

enable the women to migrate overseas.

Women from Kyushu did not migrate overseas

Subterranean Economies

blindly but tactically, following the footsteps of
those who preceded them, with the aim of

The dynamics of the underground economy

making the best of a bad situation, finding work,

revolving around the brokering of Japanese

making money, and hopefully striking it rich. A

women was revealed in detail by an investigation

case in point is Onio, a native of Nagasaki who

compiled by Hong Kong consul Inoue Kizaburo

was found hidden aboard the SS Tetartos when it

in the summer of 1900. The impetus for the

docked in Hong Kong in March 1888. In her

investigation was allegations made by local

statement to the Hong Kong authorities, Onio

Japanese businesspersons against the Nagasaki

revealed that at strategic points along the route

police force accusing them of abetting the

she took to Hong Kong, she gained new social

trafficking of Japanese women to Hong Kong and

knowledge through exchanges with other

the Straits Settlements.45 In his findings, Inoue

intermediaries that helped her to proceed. For

reported that seven out of ten “unsightly

instance, Onio had to win the help of the

women” (shugyofu) arriving in Hong Kong did

washerwoman who worked at the harbour and

not have the appropriate travel documents.

the ship’s boy in order to get onboard ship

Furthermore, six of these seven women came

without being noticed.44

with the consent of their parents. Only one out of
ten women was deceived into taking the journey

The point to note here is that the forms of

by the “seductive words” of the procurer,
15
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without parental consent. As for the three

(raised wooden sandal) and tabi (ankle-high

women out of ten who did possess proper travel

socks worn with thonged footwear,) six yen for a

documents, they had been obtained by bribing

blanket and small wardrobe or chest. A further

prefectural officials. The price of a passport was

fifteen yen was deducted for traveling expenses.

49

reported to be about ¥15–20.

46

The journey, as broken down by Inoue’s report,

In cases where the women had no travel

is of interest for reasons besides the details of the

documents, the procurer used stealth to board

costs involved in the brokering of women from

the women on outbound ships, or to bribe the

Japan to Hong Kong. It also maps out an

harbour police with approximately ¥20 per

informal economy, which profited the

person. Once onboard a Japanese or foreign

predominantly male actors who participated: the

vessel, the procurer would give the ship’s captain

procurer, the low-ranking civil servants and

or ship’s pilot around ¥10 per head to take them

harbour officials, the seamen who worked the

to either Hong Kong or Singapore. On arriving in

ships, and the Japanese merchants who sold the

Hong Kong, the women were sold to the brothel

women their clothing and furniture on arrival.

owners for about ¥200–300.

The financial benefits gained in tacit cooperation

47

were substantial in view of the fact that in 1900

It was customary for the procurer to reach an

the average daily wage for a ship’s carpenter was

agreement with the respective parents in advance

53 sen, 34 sen for a printer, and 37 sen for a day

over the amount of money they were to collect

labourer.

for the sale of their daughter. The amount was

50

Sometimes the allure of big money

proved too much for the people responsible for

determined according to the woman’s estimated

preventing the informal migration of Japanese

physical appeal.48 The general convention was

women abroad. There are recorded instances of

that if a woman was sold for ¥200 for example,

the constabulary giving up their work and

then around thirty to fifty yen was due to the

turning their hand to smuggling women

woman’s family. The procurer usually collected

overseas.51

between seventy and one hundred yen from each
sale, as commission for having guided the

The arrangements for financing the journey were

women during their journey out of Japan. The

organized in such a way as to work against the

procurer also took out the following expenses

woman. The cost of the voyage became the

from the sale of the women: ten yen for lodging

woman’s liability.52 Until the woman repaid this

expenses, three yen for two sets of night clothing,

debt, her labor in service became the property of

five yen for two yukata(cotton summer kimono,)

the brothel owner who purchased the debt the

three yen for a head dress, three yen for geta

woman “owed” to the procurer. Similar to other
16
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forms of property, the ownership of the debt, and

abroad hint at another aspect of the world

the women’s labor, were transferable. The reason

inhabited by the rural poor. The women were

for this seems to be connected with the credit of

members of a larger transient community that

the procurer. Most brokers had to borrow heavily

transgressed linguistic and national boundaries,

to finance their operations, often at high rates of

shaped by the rhythms of abundance and

interest. 5 3 To cover their initial outlay, the

scarcity found in agricultural production. In the

procurers or brothel owners offered women as

social territory occupied by the rural poor, the

collateral. An example is the dealings of Takada

labor of children was a resource to be sought

Tokijirō of Osaka. In August 1888, Takada

during cycles of abundance and shed when the

brought five Japanese women from Hong Kong

consumption of the household had to be reduced

to Port Darwin, Australia, whereupon he

during times of scarcity. The logic of preserving

promptly sold one woman to a Malay

the household and propagating its patriarchal

“hairdresser” for £50 and two other women to a

lineage morally obliged the child to supply the

Chinese man for £40. As for the remaining two

labor to ensure the household’s survival.56 The

women, he “kept” one for himself as a concubine

child-parent/child-adult relationship was not a

and put the other to work as a prostitute. The

black-white relationship of exploitation, but more

practice of selling women was very prevalent

one of reciprocity implied by mutual utilization

because British, Chinese, and Malaya men in the

and the initiation of children into the adult world

Straits Settlements were eager to gain access to

through social circulation, as seen through the

concubines in order to constitute a patriarchal

custom of placing children in other families as

domestic space privileging themselves. A missive

apprentices or domestic servants. This

by Miyagawa Kyujiro, Japanese consul of Hong

preindustrial form of labor and all the social

Kong, to the foreign minister provides testimony

controls that accompanied it was transmuted by

to this fact. In his letter, Miyagawa reports of the

Japan’s entry into a money economy.

54

stories emanating from the Straits Settlements

As previously mentioned, as early as the

regarding Japanese women being sold to Chinese

eighteenth century the rural poor of the Amakusa

and Malays, who would “lead them off to wild

and Shimabara regions migrated to Nagasaki in

and savage lands where they suffered

search of work. This practice of migrating for

unimaginable hardship.” 5 5

work extended beyond the nation’s borders once
Japan was incorporated into a global capitalist

Know No Border: See No Boundary

money economy. The strategy of migrating

The subterranean economies and social practices

abroad to escape dire poverty was asserted in an

involved in the informal migration of Japanese
17
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interview by a woman from the Shimabara

Kuchinotsu. After spending a gruelling week

region who had migrated overseas to find work

hidden in the hold, S-san’s ship berthed in

at the turn of the twentieth century. In an

Singapore, whereupon she was immediately

interview taped in 1961 by Miyazaki Kōhei,

auctioned off to a Japanese brothel on Malay

owner of the Shimabara Railroad Company and

Street, the heart of the Japanese red-light district

“gentleman” historian, S-san gave the following

in Singapore. On her arrival at the brothel, she

description of her life working overseas.57

was placed in the care of an older woman a

58

native of a village just east of Shimabara, with

A native of Shimabara village, S-san’s father was

whom S-san was faintly acquainted. The woman

mentally ill, and had turned, in her terms, into a

was the eldest daughter of a well-to-do peasant

“dithering idiot,” devoting himself to worship.

family. She and her two younger sisters had left

He sustained himself and family by the little

their village to work as sex labourers in

money his wife and children brought in, and

Singapore. After working for two years in the

from the increasingly resentful benevolence of

brothel, S-san was bought out of her debt by a

his relatives. The social ambitions the father

young English man working for a big rubber

nourished for his family were limited. His only

plantation company on the Malaysian

demand on his wife and children was work. To

peninsular. She spent the next eight years as his

make ends meet S-san was sent to work as a

concubine/domestic housekeeper.

domestic servant to a local merchant in her early
teens. She continued working there until she was

The other interview was carried out in the

sixteen, the year her mother died. The wages she

summer of 1992. The subject was K-san, a

received were not enough to sustain her father,

resident of Ushibukai, Shimo-Amakusa. I met

three younger siblings, and herself, let alone pay

with K-san at her home at the introduction of my

for any repairs to the house they were living in,

informant. K-san was born around thirty years

which was more like an open hovel than a house,

later than S-san, but as her life narrative reveals,

hardly offering any protection from the elements.

the older forms of labor organized around the

Overwhelmed by the daily destitution her family

reproduction of the household still persisted. K-

faced, S-san and her sister took up the offer of a

san first left her home at the age of twelve or

stranger dressed in a black coat loitering in the

thirteen to work in the spinning mills in Osaka.

village to work in a “far off place” for an advance

After five years of service at the mills, she

sum of money.

returned home. Within a few months, she

59

obtained a job as a child-carer (komori) in

The following night, S-san and her sister were

Nagasaki through an intermediary in the village.

smuggled onboard different ships anchored in
18
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Two years later, around 1935–36, at the age of

the household and the possibility for the

about twenty-one, she left for Shanghai, together

matrilineal transmission of wealth.

with five other women. In Shanghai, she worked

62

It seems that in Shimabara and Amakusa regions

as a chambermaid at a Japanese hotel located in

at least, in the construction of social personage

the Japanese settlement. In contrast to the

for the women from these areas, becoming a

experience of S-san, K-san had little or no contact

migrant labourer was one of the prescribed forms

with people of other nationalities because the

of conduct. In both regions, village leaders did

Japanese community in Shanghai was both well

not try to prevent the local women from leaving.

established and insular.60 When I asked if she was

Indeed, in some circumstances they encouraged

afraid at leaving Japan for the first time, she

the women to find specific forms of work

replied, somewhat mystified, that she had no

overseas. In 1920 a field study of the Amakusa
63

reason to be, for she knew the people she

area funded by the Japanese Women’s Christian

travelled with, and other acquaintances from her

Temperance Union discovered that over 5,400

village were already working in Shanghai at that

people had left the island searching for work

time. To her, the trip to Shanghai was not a

abroad. A majority of them were women who

frightening journey to the “unknown.” The

engaged in sex work.64 The study was surprised

communal networks of solidarity she had

to discover that, regardless of economic need, it

recourse to in her village in Amakusa extended

was a requirement of marriage for the local

to her new destination.

women to work for a period of time away from

Amakusa, Migration, and Sex Work

the Islands (onago no shigoto
: literally, women’s
work in the local dialect.) Women of the

In his classic text Wasurerareta Nihonjin(The

Amakusa region were required by cultural

Forgotten Japanese), folklorist Miyamoto

convention to produce half of their dowry. A

Tsuneichi tells of the practices of his own rural

woman without a dowry remained “out of the

household in Yamaguchi prefecture and the

running,” and under the domestic control of her

transmittance of wealth along matrilineal lines.61

family or whoever might want to use her for

Miyamoto goes as far as to argue that western

domestic and agricultural labor. The perceived

and eastern Japan transmit wealth and culture in

social value and marriage potential of the women

very different ways. In eastern Japan, the father is

increased directly in relation to the amount of

the key figure in transmitting culture and wealth.

money they earned and remitted. Moreover, the

In western Japan, familial (and communal)

social status of the family itself within the local

authority is commanded more by age than

community increased according to the wealth

gender, thus offering women greater authority in
19
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and status of the employer and the amount of

Moreover, the same occupation, by virtue of its

remittance received: the more affluent the

economic outcomes, provided the island women

employee, the higher the prestige of the family in

with a relative degree of independence on their

the village social hierarchy.

return to their native villages, which

65

differentiated them from those women who

Although there were many women from the

remained under the aegis of family and local

Amakusa Islands who were not fully informed

men. To illustrate this point, I turn to Sasaki

by their parents - or persons recruiting them for

Shigetoshi, a former low-class samurai involved

work abroad - that they were being indentured

in a Japanese migrant labor enterprise on

into overseas brothels, many others evidently

Thursday Island, Queensland. In his 1892

understood the nature of the work required.

petition to Tokyo, Sasaki describes how he

There is evidence that, at times, the parents
mediated in these negotiations.

66

appealed to the better nature of the brothel

This practice

owners and women to cease working the brothels

was still prevalent in the early 1920s. A young

and how his best intentions came to nought. It is

schoolteacher sent to a village on the Amakusa

worth quoting at length:

Islands for practical experience wrote that:

At times, we turn to the [brothel]

An evil custom of this village is that

owners and remonstrate, exhorting

they do not see prostitution as

them to cease their occupation and

shameful. In the surrounding

to change to another line of work.

villages too, prostitution is regarded

Not only do they turn deaf ears to

as a vocation. Moreover, what is

our remonstrations, it often happens

extraordinary is that people with a

that they turn around and rebut

good living follow this practice. If

those giving advice, saying things

anything, these people treat those

such as:

who do not engage in prostitution
with scorn and ridicule.67

You boors do talk a lot of rubbish.
From the time we left Japan, let
alone now when we are standing on

According to this observer, whom we can assume

foreign soil, you have no grounds to

to be knowledgeable, in the case of the women of

point an accusing finger even if you

the Amakusa and Shimabara regions, it seems

had the authority of the Japanese

sex work was perceived as just another form of

government behind you. What’s

labor, without the attachment of stigma. 6 8
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more, if the [Thursday] Island

sermons are useless—like chanting

authorities continue to find no fault

sutras to a scarecrow. In Japan, poor

with our business, why restrain our

people like us have sweat on our

activities? I see no particular reason

brow night and day working like

why I should change what I do.

beasts of burden. Far from having

Haven’t you caught on yet? Now,

the wherewithal to cook our daily

money talks in the world. No matter

meals, we barely have that to rinse

how base the occupation, if I can

our mouths. Now that we are living

live the rest of my life in my own

overseas and engaged in such a

home in comfort, why should I

profession, as for things heavy we

concern myself? What matter to me

pick up nothing more than a knife

the fortunes of the nation? We don’t

or fork. What’s more, we wear

ask much. Yet, you demand a lot.

gorgeous clothes and have our fill of

What you advise, we will not do.

fine food. All our wishes are
respected. We have all that we

Then, there are those amongst us,

desire. What could add to our

who turn to the women and advise

happiness? We do, alas, regret most

them to become upright and honest,

profoundly not to have been born

and to return to their homes in

daughters to such gentlemen as

Japan as quickly as possible. The

you.69

majority of these women are
extremely simple and know no

The major point of interest for me about this

honour. Hardly any of them listen to

“dialogue” is the silent battle raging between two

the advice given. They feign

codes of conduct organized around competing

unconcern and reply:

values of work and “economic” interest. What

Thank you for your gracious

underlies Sasaki’s lament concerning the

concern. Your words are fit for the

frivolous and unseemly nature of the men and

innocent girls living back home who

women making a living from sex work on

know nothing about the world.

Thursday Island is a distinction between

However, for ignorant women such

productive and unproductive labor. For Sasaki,

as us who have crossed the open

the “unsightly behaviour” of the women is

seas and have come to a foreign

intolerable as he links the fortunes of Japan with

land thousands of miles away, your

the wealth of the nation defined as the aggregate
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of all productive labor. Sasaki vehemently objects

interstate rivalry. 7 1 On the other hand, the

to the existence of the brothels as it indicates a

prodigal pursuit of pleasure Sasaki envisages the

hatred for hard toil and a delight in relaxation,

women enjoying behind closed doors implies

which erodes social order, and as such, the polity

leisure and the dangers that come with it:

of Japan, for without the latter the former could

outright hedonism and stagnation.

not exist. In Sasaki’s thinking, economic order is

For the brothel owners and the women, the

not a simple matter of accumulating wealth, but

acquisition of money was an end in itself if it

consists of reproducing and reinforcing the

ensured the maintenance and continuity of the

constituent elements of the state. As Sasaki

household. The labor of household members was

laments, it is not only the humiliation, but

organized around the need for the household to
ensure its survival.

Also, in relation to overseas

72

As related by various

contemporary observers, and consistent with the

commercial, agricultural and other

logic of the household economy in the Amakusa-

enterprises, in political comparison

Shimabara regions, in the eyes of the women, sex

to the Chinese, we Japanese are

work was another form of labor that, foremost,

exceedingly inferior now because of

made possible their maintenance and survival

the display of the likes of these filthy

and, furthermore, secured the continuation and

women... If we [Japanese] want to

material development of their patriarchal

exaggerate [our superiority over the

household. For them, work as a prostitute abroad

Chinese] by means of our Japanese

was inherently undifferentiated from work as an

nation being the England of the

agricultural labourer in Japan: sex work was

East, the first thing that should be

neither unproductive nor immoral but one

initiated is the eradication of

available tactic for their maintenance, survival,

unsightly women of this sort.70

and material comfort. In this instance, sex work
was preferred, portrayed as being physically

In his objections, Sasaki formulates a direct

easier and more amenable to daily existence as

equation where good economic order is the

far as food and clothing were concerned.

prerequisite of political power. The ordered and

In fact, I did not find compelling evidence that

continuous labor of his fellow migrants fosters

the stigma of a moral and religious nature that

the strength of the state in ways that will enable

the women wanted to avoid was related to

Japan to become the “England of the East,” a

premarital or commercial sex, but rather, with

highly industrialized naval power capable of

the failure to secure the prosperity and longevity

maintaining its autonomy within a framework of
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of the household, the ultimate disgrace to one’s

commercial sex as eternally polluting the soul.

parents and ancestors. The obligation to ensure

The experience of selling one’s body for

the continuity of the household points to intimate

commercial gain was seen as morally redeemable

and integral relations between daily existence

if it was an act of filial piety, and spiritually

and forms of worship and customary belief. The

redeemable through repeated prayer to Amida

concept of time followed by the women was of a

Buddha.75 Women could move out of sex work

different kind than the temporal discipline of a

and in and out of marriage without carrying the

twelve-hour workday followed by Sasaki and his

heavily stigmatized social status associated in

fellow labourers who harvested pearl from the

some cultures with the category of “prostitute.”

seas of Thursday Island. In the cosmology

Illegitimate children conceived by the women

inhabited by the women, time and work were

while working overseas were, in general, readily

informed by duties of the living toward the dead.

accepted by the community and potential

The household was an inheritance transmitted by

spouses. 76 On the collective level, the monies

the ancestors to the present, and the continuation

remitted by women engaged in sex work abroad

of the household by the present generation to the

were seen as an essential component for the

next was an expression of worship and respect.

74

physical maintenance of temples and shrines, the

Bound by links to things unseen, the household

spiritual centres of their communities. In the

occupied a world that was immutable and

1920s, it was still exceedingly common to see,

permanent. Work that secured the permanence of

lining the walls of the shrines and temples of

the household in the temporal order of the living

Amakusa Islands and Shimabara peninsular, in

was also an activity that continued the collective

large numbers, the names of the local women

work of generating life in the future, and as such,

working overseas who had remitted donations

an act of respect and fulfilment of obligation to

specifically for the upkeep of their family temple

parents and ancestors.

or shrine.77

Following Sasaki, it is reasonable to assume that

It would be overly simplistic to assert that the

in the social arrangements and cultural

rural women who engaged in prostitution did

dispositions of the Amakusa and Shimabara

not feel ambivalence about the sexual and moral

regions, there appears to have been no “spiritual”

conduct prescribed by Sasaki Shigetoshi or the

milieu with a distinctive moralizing rationale

young schoolteacher that came to teach in the

concerning sex work. On the level of the

Amakusa region. Rather, the issue at hand is the

individual, the lay Buddhist beliefs common in

rediscovery of a struggle between two competing

the region of Amakusa Islands did not see

sets of social beliefs about what it means to be a

73
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woman and a member of a community. On the

raises a question concerning Japanese

local level, the women gained greater social

“modernization” as social experience in the

capital and responsibility through the fulfilment

specific context of peasant women from western

of their duties in the maintenance and the

Kyushu. The history of the Japanese women

survival and material development of their

migrating abroad to engage in sex work points to

households and local communities. The conflict,

a whole series of local economic and cultural

though, lay at the general and collective level of

practices that informed the women of the

the nation. In state-led programs of nation-

expectations of their community and, at the same

building, which emphasized values of chastity

time, also endowed the women with the capacity

and female adolescent dependency as the general

to integrate themselves fully into the social

rules of progress to which all Japanese had to

arrangements of their communities on their

adhere if Japan was to meet the dictates of social

return. This body of local economic and cultural

advancement, there was no leeway for the

practices however, was constantly in struggle

women of Amakusa and Shimabara to continue

with the more formal and general body of

working as migrant sex workers abroad.

knowledge cum social interventions filtering into
the region through the institutions and

End of Story?

individuals representative of a “better” or “more
effective” way of undertaking daily life: teachers,

This paper has tried to bring to the fore the

public servants, and planners of economic

disqualified knowledge—in the face of popular

development. The programmes of education and

knowledge—of the history of the karayuki-sanas

work introduced into the region under the rubric

overseas migrant labourers. It has traced how

of “modernization” looked at every opportunity

localized cultural conventions and practices

to eradicate the local knowledge that made

shaped the women’s immediate communities

overseas migration plausible and the regional

and gave meaning to everyday life. It affirms

economic and cultural practices that located and

that, at the level of their immediate communities,

gave status to women who engaged in sex work

the women who took on sex work were not

abroad in their communities. This provokes the

stigmatized as morally flawed individuals, or as

question: by which historical process did female

a group found on the margins of local society.

migrant laborers who sought work overseas for

They were recognized as a legitimate component

the maintenance and survival of their households

of village life, economically, culturally, and
socially.

and communities, come to be designated as

The rediscovery of this disqualified knowledge

explain the refusal by people and institutions

unsightly overseas prostitutes? How do we
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distanced from the Amakusa Islands and
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Shimabara peninsular to understand the women
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